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Good Afternoon Eric,
 
Virginia has the following questions and comments on the 2 attached documents. 
 
Utah Proposal for an Alternative Approach to LTCI Rate Increase Reviews
 
Questions that we would want answered to more fully evaluate this method:
1.            How are past rate increases taken into account in the UT method?
2.            In some cases, a company has certified under rate stability at a previous rate increase that it
will not seek further increases unless experience deteriorates.  How would the UT method take this
into consideration?
3.            How do the allowable rate increases under this method compare to the TX and MN method
for real-life examples?
4.            What do you do in those circumstances where the data to calculate historical “life-years” is
not available?
 
Ideas for a single, improved MSA actuarial approach
 
•             Item 1:    This excludes any type of disabled or active life reserves, correct?
•             Item 2:  What does “The resulting rate increase should be reasonable” mean?
•             Integrated factoring for a company’s financial condition should either be omitted or broken

out separately for optional consideration.  This approach may enhance the reception of the
MSA by those states who do not endorse approving additional amounts for financial
condition.

•             Items 2 & 3.  Subjectivity on a state level remains a potentially divisive topic.  Considerations
such as average age, state enrollment, previous submissions, etc. can be difficult to ignore in
the final decision.  There are several terms in sections 2 and 3 that can be interpreted
subjectively so any technical expansion on these terms may be helpful whether it be by
offering a definition, calculation of a range of action, etc.

•             VA is generally in favor of moving toward a single MSA actuarial approach and looks forward
to future discussions to develop this concept further. 
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Utah Proposal for an Alternative Approach to LTCI Rate Increase Reviews

Background

Over the last several years, the Multistate Actuarial LTCI Rate Review Team (MSA) team has used two methodologies to evaluate the appropriateness of LTCI rate increases:

· A blended if-knew and make up with cost sharing method (MN method); and

· A prospective present value method (TX method).

Each method has its strengths and weaknesses. Criticisms of the MN method included arbitrariness of the cost sharing formula. A criticism of the TX method, especially when applied to legacy blocks with prior rate increases, was that it may result in counterintuitive results.

I’d like to propose a method that could be considered a modification of the MN method that, in my opinion, is preferable to either of the two methods mentioned above.

The method still uses a blend of if-knew and make-up premium. However, there are some additional bounds on the make-up premiums. More importantly, the method puts more weight on the if-knew premium and foregoes cost-sharing adjustments. 

Outline of the New Method

First, an if-knew increase and a make-up increase need to be calculated. At a high level, they represent the low and high of the range of “reasonable” rate increases. 

An if-knew increase is an increase from the original rates that, if applied from inception (retrospectively), would result in a specified target loss ratio. 

My initial proposal would be to use a target loss ratio of 60%, regardless of the actual initial pricing target, and to calculate all present values using the applicable valuation rate.

A make-up increase is an increase from the original rates, that if applied to the future premiums (prospectively), would result in a specified target lifetime loss ratio. The make-up increase could not result in a future loss ratio lower than the specified target loss ratio.

The last condition prevents the company that already has a high past loss ratio from using the make-up increase to result in a lower future loss ratio (recouping past losses).

My initial proposal would be to not allow the future loss ratio to drop below 60%.

Second, the two increases would be blended with the weight applied to the make-up premium being the fraction (on a present value basis) of the life-years remaining. This is a departure from the MN method. The MN method uses: 

Percentage of lives remaining = policies in-force / all policies issued

My alternative proposal would use:

Percent of life-years remaining = PV of future life-years / PV of total life-years

Finally, the approvable rate increase (from current rates) would be such that it would result in a cumulative increase equal to the blended increase calculated above.

General Observations

Unlike the TX method, this method does not require much information with regard to the original pricing assumptions. This is also my reason for proposing a 60% target loss ratio rather than the company’s actual target loss ratio at the time of the pricing. The actual pricing target loss ratio is often unavailable or poorly documented, and typically is calculated using assumed investment returns that are higher than the applicable valuation rates.

Most regulators would not allow an increase that results in a very low future loss ratio. This approach uses a make-up increase that would generally pass the requirement that both future and lifetime loss ratios exceed the statutory minimum.

The blending factor accounts for the stage of life of the block even if persistency is very high. To the extent that future life-years correlate with future premium, this approach limits the company’s ability to increase rates when most premium was already collected and future premiums make up only a small percentage of lifetime premium.

Items That Would Need to be Specified

The minimum lifetime and future loss ratios used in the definitions of the if-knew and make-up increases.

The interest rates used to calculate present values. These could be valuation rates applicable to the block or rates based on available yields.






Ideas for a single, improved MSA actuarial approach

As the Long Term Care Actuarial Working Group evaluates the two actuarial approaches embedded in the Multi-State Actuarial (MSA) Framework, there could be an opportunity to apply the evaluation to move towards a single, improved MSA actuarial approach.

Clarifying principles applied to develop the Texas and Minnesota approaches, key goals will continue to be: 

1. The present value of lifetime premiums should not exceed the present value of lifetime benefits and related expenses for a class of policies.

a. This addresses the issue of “past losses” which can be a confusing concept related to a long-term insurance product.

b. This also addresses the shrinking block issue, ensuring a small number of remaining policyholders are not responsible for past excess claims associated with past policyholders. 

c. The Minnesota and Texas approaches currently address these issues.

d. The Texas approach currently contains additional aspects regarding past losses.

2. Practical

a. The resulting rate increase should be reasonable.

b. The approach should be calculated in a reasonable amount of time with a reasonable amount of effort.

c. The approach should avoid unnecessary complications that don’t significantly change the resulting calculated rate increase. 

3. Appropriate cost sharing

a. Recognition that in many cases, the lifetime loss ratio approach, an aspect of many states’ laws, leads to excessive rate increases that could be in conflict with other aspects of states’ laws.

b. Cost sharing should be balanced, considering consumer fairness and avoiding further company financial distress.

c. Any cost-sharing formula should allow for potential flexibility if concerns exist regarding an insurer’s financial solvency.

Note that the above-mentioned principles are in addition to the typical, professional approach applied by states, including review of insurer and industry experience; assessments of reasonability of assumptions; validation of projections; and professional judgment, where appropriate.

Here are aspects of the Minnesota approach where improvements may be considered:

I. Is the “if-knew” the appropriate premium to blend with the makeup premium to achieve the results in item 1 above?  If not, is it appropriate to achieve the practicality goals in item 2 above?

II. Should the weighting towards the makeup premium continue to be the percentage of policyholders remaining to help achieve the goals of items 1 and 2 above?

III. For simplicity, does it make sense to remove the investment component, perhaps adjusting the cost-sharing formula to calibrate the results to the current Minnesota approach?

IV. Is the catchup approach of determining a rate increase from inception and removing past rate increase approvals effective?

V. Is the aggregate application of the Minnesota approach working as intended, where the makeup premium is such that the resulting lifetime loss ratio does not exceed the pricing lifetime loss ratio?

Here are aspects of the Texas approach where improvements may be considered:

I. What are features of the Texas approach not accounted for in the MN approach that could be part of a single, improved approach?

II. How are transitional and catch-up provisions planned to be handled, including situations where the previous rate increase was applied prior to the implementation of the Texas approach or the company voluntarily reduces a past rate increase?

III. Evaluation of the potential high sensitivity of mature blocks of business to later duration factors (and older assumptions) while placing less emphasis on past experience

IV. Evaluation of the balance between fairness to consumers and avoiding further insurer financial distress.

	

Note that the stated goal of the MSA approach is rate equity.  States and companies can still pursue a more equitable approach where the present value of premiums would be similar between states, i.e., recognize timing differences of past rate increase approvals.





We look forward to the discussion next week.
 
Julie
Julie R. Fairbanks, CIE, FLMI, AIRC, MCM
Chief Insurance Market Examiner – Market Regulation
Life and Health Division
Bureau of Insurance
804-371-9385
julie.fairbanks@scc.virginia.gov
 

 
 
The designation at the bottom of this communication is solely for internal use by the SCC.  This
designation does not control the recipient’s use or disclosure of this communication, and it
does not affect any obligation the recipient may have to maintain confidentiality.
 
 
 
 

Confidential

From: King, Eric <EKing@naic.org> 
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2023 2:31 PM
To: King, Eric <EKing@naic.org>
Subject: FW: Long-Term Care Actuarial (B) Working Group Exposure - Comments due June 2
 
Please see the attached proposal from Utah in response to the request for comments below.
 
 
 
From: King, Eric <EKing@naic.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2023 9:20 AM
To: King, Eric <EKing@naic.org>
Subject: Long-Term Care Actuarial (B) Working Group Exposure - Comments due June 2
 
To: Long-Term Care Actuarial (B) Working Group Members, Interested Regulators, and
Interested Parties
 
Please provide comments on the attached ideas for a single, improved MSA actuarial
approach.
 
Comments should be submitted to Eric King by Friday, June 2.
 
 
 
Thanks,
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Eric J. King, FSA, MAAA
Senior Health Actuary
Research & Actuarial Services

O: 816-783-8234
M: 816-708-7982
W: www.naic.org

Follow the NAIC on
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